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VI.

Executive Summary
The Adjustable Seating Systems team designed and prototyped a collapsible and nestable seat for use
in transit vehicles to create more free space for more passengers and cargo. Our team is the second
senior project group to have worked at solving this problem. The previous team established a unique
seat folding method that is currently pending patent approval. Our team’s responsibility was to
improve the ease of use and overall hardware design of the entire seating system. This document
captures the efforts that our team has performed to organize an approach to completing a full design
and working prototype this collapsible and modular seating system. Several existing products and

patents were found that solve aspects of the problem statement; however, no current solution offers
the same motion nor the packing efficiency that is described in the patent application for our design.
Project requirements were defined by the claims made in the patent application, safety standards, and
customer ergonomic targets. Ideation and concept design led to a selection of a final design. This
chosen final design has been detailed out into specific components with manufacturing and assembly
plans that discuss how the system was produced. The components have procurement details and costs
associated with them. The final design encompasses the customer needs and wants and meets most
of the safety standards while maintaining a clean and aesthetically pleasing look to create a marketable
prototype. A detailed timeline was created based on analysis of the key tasks, the dependencies
between them, and the breakdown of different subsystems. With reference to this timeline, a working
prototype was delivered to the sponsor at the end of May 2019.

VII.

Major Accomplishments
(1) Almost complete functionality of the seating system – works extremely well when moving horizontally
and vertically.

(2) Clean, aesthetically pleasing confirmation prototype.
(3) Functionality was obtained for all movements through electrical systems, not mechanical. Much easier
to use.

VIII. Expenditure of Funds
All of the funds were used on the materials or tools for this project. The largest expense was for the
horizontal slide rails, which totaled $1,208. The use of these rails allowed for much smoother movement
than cheaper rails would have given. In addition, the funding allowed for the electrical actuation system on
the seat back and all of the electrical components. The electrical components allow the system to move with
the push of a button and low forces instead of a mechanical system that manually needs to be moved up
and down. The funds that were obtained from the Baker-Koob endowment were crucial to making the
functional confirmation prototype.

IX.

Impact on Student Learning
Eric Voss: The Mass Transit senior project was an experience that included many different challenges and
opportunities for growth. The majority of challenges surrounded the path between designing a solution and
actually executing that design. I learned how to deal with imperfections in our planning and design process
and come up with solutions on the spot. Most importantly, I got to design an electrical control system with
solenoids, an actuator, and a controller. This was great design and build practice as we ordered all the parts,
soldered and wired together, and eventually produced a working product. I also had the opportunity to weld
a good portion of our frame together which is a great skill to have in my toolkit for the rest of my life. Our
project would have been impossible to execute without assistance from the Baker-Koob grant. We had lots
of parts and equipment to purchase and most likely would not have been able to produce as great of a
finished product without all that financial help.
Zachary Dworaczyk: Cal Poly has a great hands-on program, but due to the fast-paced quarter system I
always longed for a more in-depth project. For my mechanical engineering senior project classes I was lucky
to be placed with a team in working on a project that Cal Poly has a patent pending. The project proved to
be challenging, requiring the development of new skills and honing of old ones that I will continue to use
long after graduation. The beginning stages of the project included a multitude of brainstorming and design
ideation sessions. A majority of classroom projects are directly focused to support a specific learning
objective; however, with the broad scope of the project any direction could be taken. I found it exciting to
have the ability to control the outcome of the project. I feel that using these ideation and brainstorming

skills to develop designs based on certain input parameters will be used in my future career in industry. The
design and development of the project was included in the first two thirds of the project, whereas the final
steps in the project involved fabrication of our design. I chose to study mechanical engineering because of
the joy I receive from working with my hands. Spending time in the machine shop, cutting, grinding, drilling
and welding proved to be a highlight of my college career and taught me a lot of skills and lessons. As the
team and I were worked on fabricating each component for our project, I continuously learned new
fabrication skills, but I also recognized the need to link design to manufacturability. I realized that designing
a system to be easier to manufacture can increase quality over the same system that is complex to
manufacture. The work I completed on this project with the help of my group members and the funding
received the Baker-Koob grant helped teach me skills that I will be able to apply to my own projects and my
career. The year-long senior project provided me with the opportunity to see hard work come to fruition
from an early design phase to final manufactured system over the course of the school year.
Jasper Lewin: Receiving the Baker Koob Endowment propelled our senior project into fruition. The funding
allowed us to purchase the materials and tools necessary to design and manufacture a working prototype of
our mass transit seating system. This hands-on experience was invaluable and I certainly consider it to be a
highlight of my educational experience at Cal Poly. The funding allowed us to design our system as if we
were practicing engineers at a company with the resources to perfect the design. It allowed us to purchase
premium actuators and track systems which highlighted the functionality of our design. The money was
used to buy tools, such as a rivnut riveter, that were critical to our design when the machine shops didn’t
have them. We were able to get high-quality foam and fabric to capture the aesthetics needed to attract
future investors. This experience idealized the “learn by doing” philosophy at Cal Poly and I cannot thank the
Baker Koob Committee enough for giving us the resources we needed to design, build, and test our project.
Grace Timken: The objectives for this senior project were primarily focused on smooth functionality and a
clean aesthetic look. During the design phase, we realized that the functionality we wanted to achieve was
outside our budget. With the help of the Baker-Koob Endowment we were able to purchase components
that really showcased our project’s abilities. This project relied heavily on concurrent manufacturing and
design, making adjustments throughout the process, and lots of adaptions to the original design.
Throughout this process I was able to develop my project management and manufacturing skills, and
understand how to better coordinate a project. The opportunities that we were able to have thanks to the
Baker Koob Endowment definitely enhanced my learning throughout this project. We were able to focus on
the project itself and how to highlight each component and movement, instead of worrying about how to
find components in our price range. This project has been the defining experience of my time at Cal Poly,
and it would not have been possible without the Baker Koob Committee.

